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Can You Trust Teenagers

Dallas Heritage Village

with History?

By Melissa Prycer

A

t the Dallas Heritage Village, we had just
finished up another Teens in History event,
featuring our ever-growing group of Junior
Historians. The group had researched courtship,
interior design, and schools and determined the best
way to present to the public their newly discovered
knowledge. I should have been over the moon, but
instead I was a bit sad. These dedicated youth had
just completed all this tremendous work, but it was
completely unavailable to anyone but the folks who
visited us that very day. I concluded that these teens
needed a more permanent presence at the Village.
Dallas Heritage Village at Old City Park, founded in 1966
as Dallas’s first city park, is a living history museum that
sits in the shadow of downtown Dallas. For many years, the
Junior Historian program was not very strong. The Village
initiated the program in its first decade, initially as a way to
involve the children of existing volunteers. In its formative
years, the program consisted of a week-long training camp
followed by the teens serving as docents. Upwards of fifty
youth participated in each class of Junior Historians during
the late 1980s and early 1990s.
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Ribbon cutting for the Doctor’s Office project.

However, by the time I began as Director of Education
in 2004, the program was suffering badly. It had devolved
into a place for kids who had aged out of our summer camp
program. Though they were familiar with the Village, they
had no real desire for a deeper involvement. And it showed.
By the time of Candelight, our major volunteer-driven
December program, most of that year’s class of Junior
Historians had vanished.
We started making small changes. First, we instituted an
application process that included two recommendations.
This simple, one-page form weeded out those who did not
really want to be a part of the program in the first place.
This greatly improved the group dynamic during camp, but
it was hard to maintain the energy throughout the year. We
began experimenting with various group activities, including a book club and group volunteer projects. But none of it
really worked.
By 2009, the program had stabilized with about fifteen
active participants, but it was not growing. Then Carley and
Caroline, two of the older Junior Historians, approached
me during an event and asked, “Why don’t you have a teen
day?” My response was, “Well, you’re going to have to
help plan it!” This sparked an idea. Small groups of Junior
Historians would work on researching a history topic, but
with a teenage twist. For example, instead of talking about

the student experience at the school,
As they continued their work, it
three girls performed a skit about bebecame deeply personal for these
coming a teen teacher. We met about
once a month and shared ideas and
teens. They were doing history
resources, but they completed the majority of their research time away from
in a way they’d never had an
the Village. The Junior Historians of
the Texas State Historical Association
opportunity to do before.
(of which our institution is a member)
were coming to town for a conference,
so we timed our event to coincide
with their visit. Thus, our teens could
phone tour. On June 30, 2011, we
share their work with hundreds of their
hosted a reception to celebrate the projpeers. It was a truly wonderful day.
ect and all of our Junior Historians. As
The power of this event trickled into
Gary put it, “From a museum perspecother aspects of the program. Because
tive, this is top quality museum work,
they saw each other regularly as they
making the Doctor’s Office a very inforworked on projects, they formed tightmative, realistic, and interesting attracer bonds. That led to more volunteertion at Dallas Heritage Village.”
One group researched the medicines in
the cabinet, organizing the information
ing at other events and on weekends.
The project also had a tremendous
by symptom. They also added a skull and
As a result of seeing that the institution
impact
on the Junior Historians themcrossbones to those herbs considered
valued their work highly, they develselves. Meghan reported, “What I like
poisonous in certain quantities.
oped a stronger sense of ownership in
about this project is that the Junior
all that they did at the Village. Teens
Historians are finally getting to put a
no longer vanished after a year or two. Suddenly, we had to
stamp on Dallas Heritage Village, and it is fantastic that we get to be
figure out how to honor our graduating seniors. Most immore included.” Emily added, “I like the feeling that I might be getportantly, more teens wanted to join the
ting someone interested in history through what I contribute to the
Junior Historian program because they
exhibit.” And Kyra (age fourteen) noted, “I like that we can show the
I concluded
were seeing the success of their peers’
world, or at least Dallas, that we aren’t just lazy teens. I very much
museum work.
appreciate that Melissa gave us the chance to help and do our best
that these
After our second Teens in History event,
work. I love what we did! I think we added something to the Doctor’s
teens needed
I wondered what would happen if we let
Office that will appeal to other teens and younger kids.”
a more permathe Junior Historians do a full exhibiThe success of the Doctor’s Office project, provided a momentary
tion. What if we let them add a layer of
challenge to determine a follow-up project. To be honest, when I
nent presence
interpretation to one of our buildings?
picked the 1904 Worth Hotel, I truly had no idea it would become
at the Village.
I approached our president Gary Smith
one of the most interesting buildings at the Village! I chose the hotel
and curator Evelyn Montgomery and
for two main reasons. First, it had had a recent exterior restoration.
presented my idea. They were enthusiastic (in fact, Evelyn
Second was the fact that it
didn’t have the typical curatorial heart attack at the thought
has many rooms, making
of turning teens loose in an exhibit!). This project also fit into
it ideal for a group project.
the Village’s larger strategic plan of adding more interpretive
We knew that sisters Eula
layers to our historic structures. We had reached a point as an
and Mary Moles were
institution where we were eager to experiment with new ways
single and ran the hotel
of doing things. We decided to turn the Doctor’s Office over
themselves. But beyond
to them and began work in January 2011.
that, we knew very little
Ultimately, ten Junior Historians, ranging in age from
about the people who
twelve to eighteen, chose to participate in the exhibition
worked and lived in the
process. We divided into teams to tackle the project piecehotel.
meal. We met monthly (or every six weeks) to make deciAt our very first meetsions as a group and discuss our discoveries. Evelyn met with
ing, the Junior Historians
us as well, to answer the more curatorial questions that are
and I brainstormed the
beyond an educator. Together, we completed research on
kind of stories we
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century medical care.
might be able to tell
Though I certainly guided them (and Evelyn retained final
with the building. We
approval on content), the youth wrote and researched everyquickly concluded that
thing and made all exhibit decisions.
we wanted to cover
In addition to the labels, primarily written by Meghan
the Moles sisters and
Sophia and Evelyn install the label
(age sixteen), Emily (age twelve), and Caroline (age eighthe hotel’s guests, offor the dining room.
teen), they also wrote and recorded two scripts for a cell
ten travelers passing
H i s t o r y n e ws
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through. As we talked about the latter, a Junior Historian
joked, “Wouldn’t it be great if there was a serial killer living
at the hotel?” I laughed and told them it was highly unlikely
that there were any murderers living at the Worth Hotel.
Then, they wondered if there might have been an affair or
two. As teens, they are always looking for additional drama,
so I tempered their imagination.
At our second meeting, we began to dive into primary
sources. Unlike our previous projects, which relied on secondary sources, students had a wealth of primary sources
to work with including census records, newspaper articles,
and oral histories. We began with information from the museum’s own files. When the hotel was moved to the museum
in the mid-1970s, volunteers gathered some oral histories. It
was in these notes that we first discovered that there was indeed a murder and an affair associated with our hotel! (The
kids were very nice and never said “I told you so” to me!)
Though these notes contained good information, they also
had many holes, particularly about the murder.
As we continued digging, we had many amazing conversations about the process of history itself—how a variety
of sources is the only way to get close to a complete story.

Raquel talks with visitors during the second
Teens in History event.

The things we uncovered only encouraged the teens to keep
searching. One Junior Historian, Emily, now thirteen, got
really interested in learning more about the people who
lived in the hotel, in particular the death of David Moles,
Eula and Mary’s brother. Through her work, we discovered that the only part of an oral history that was correct
was that David had died in a train wreck. The correct date
of David’s death (1903 rather than 1906) lent an entirely
different perspective to the hotel’s origins. We had always
known that Hansell Moles had built the hotel in 1904 as a
business for his unmarried daughters. Hansell was growing
older and custom dictated that it was the responsibility of
male relatives to care for unmarried females. But Hansell’s
son died in 1903 and at the ages of thirty and twenty-six respectively, it was unlikely Eula and Mary would ever marry.
We concluded that Hansell viewed the hotel as an insurance
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policy for his daughters, to support themselves after his
death. It was a powerful story hiding at the museum, until a
teenager uncovered it!
At this point in the process, we were still discussing focusing on the sisters’ actual history and creating composite
stories for guests. For example, one Junior Historian was
planning on working on an imaginary scrapbook of travels
by train through Texas. Then Emily sent me the following
by email: “As you know, I’ve been doing a lot of research
on the residents of the hotel on Ancestry.com. I have been
fascinated and touched by the stories of these people and
I want to make sure all of them are told. I know it is probably impossible to fit all these people into such a small
building, but I wouldn’t want any of these intriguing characters to be forgotten.”
This led the team to focus the storyline as a snapshot
of the workers and residents in the hotel in 1910; thus,
we could share a much wider variety of primary sources.
Without Emily’s extra sleuthing, many of these stories would
have remained hidden. Because we were able to find so
much great information, we turned to both our cell phone
audio tour and YouTube to better tell these stories. Upon
learning about the children who lived at the hotel, we added
toys to the exhibit itself. We also created a video telling
the story of the Patterson family, a widowed mother who
worked as cook.
Some of the magic of this project is non-transferable. The
best part was the incredible stories we uncovered—and you
don’t know what stories there will be until you start digging!
But the initial hook for the project was the Junior Historians’
direct connection to the building—they were familiar with it
and we were able to walk in it and discuss ideas. As they continued their work, it became deeply personal for these teens.
They were doing history in a way they’d never had an opportunity to do before. We kept the project flexible, and let
the kids and the history they uncovered take us in new directions. We placed an enormous amount of trust in their ability
to research, write, and make curatorial decisions and ended
up with a strong building interpretation. Without the confidence we had gained in their abilities during the Doctor’s
Office project, the reinterpretation of the hotel wouldn’t have
even been on our list. And now, that exhibit has become one
of the most popular at the Village.
But please, don’t assume that working with teens is easy.
Some confessions:
• Sometimes their enthusiasm overwhelms and exhausts me.
Finding the right balance of making sure there’s plenty
going on for them and that I don’t work every weekend is
tough.
• They will occasionally miss project deadlines (after all, any
work they do here at the museum is extra-extracurricular!).
• Though they’re very special teenagers, they’re still teenagers. There have been awkward crushes. Dressing in period
attire is a major priority. They’re giggly. Cliques form.
They want scandal and romance (and possibly vampires) in
the museum.
• There is a huge age range (tweens to teens), and though it
mostly works, it sometimes presents interesting challenges.

When the team discovered that two young boys lived in the Hotel, we
decided to add some toys to this bedroom.

All that being said, the Junior Historian program will always be one of my very favorites. I get to watch these kids
grow up, form a relationship with them, inspire them with
history, and know that we’re making a difference in their lives.
If you’re ready to launch a similar program or just looking
to do more with the teens you currently work with, here are
some very general tips:
Trust them. Give them ownership in something, even if it’s
not an exhibit. Could they plan an activity at a special event?
Create a new version of a tour? Do research on something
you haven’t had a chance to get to?
Listen to them—they can be experts too. The things that
work best come from their heads.
Keep parents in the loop—they’re volunteering too! I always
send email updates to both parents and the youth.
This kind of program takes a lot of time to grow. Keep expectations reasonable and try to grow it incrementally. If it’s
working, it will build on itself.
Enlist help from other staff members. The teens appreciate
knowing more people, and it helps them to feel like a true
part of the museum.
Give them credit. We post “This exhibit is curated by Junior
Historians” signs in each exhibit, as well as in our visitor
guide. We talk about them regularly in our blog. And of
course, we thank them as we would any volunteer. Make sure
they know how their work matters to the entire institution.
So, can you trust
So, what’s next? We’re currently doing an inventory of the
teens with history?
farmstead, a hands-on area that
we first developed in the late
Do teens even want
1990s. Over the years, a variety
to be involved with
of things have gone missing—or
shown up in random drawers.
history? My answer
Junior Historians will be inventorying and making recommenis emphatically yes!
dations on what should stay and

what should go. Along the way, I know they’ll learn
more about curatorial work and material culture.
And I’m sure they’ll learn a few things that we’re not
planning on.
So, can you trust teens with history? Do teens even
want to be involved with history? My answer is emphatically yes! This program certainly isn’t for every
teen in Dallas, but we provide a special place for teens
to stretch. The projects outlined here have dramatically changed the program, the teens involved, and the
museum itself. The program has grown exponentially—there are currently more than forty members, and
the vast majority of them are active and participating
in at least one project. They have become a wonderful
resource for us. Staff members who have never worked
directly with teens in the past now trust them to do
all sorts of interesting things. Through these projects,
the entire staff is confident that these teens can handle
whatever project we throw at them. Young visitors love
interacting with teens—and many of those children
are eagerly anticipating turning eleven so they can become
Junior Historians too. Through their increased involvement
and presence at the Dallas Heritage Village, we’ve become a
livelier, friendlier, and more fun museum for everyone. t
Melissa Prycer has worked in the Education Department at Dallas
Heritage Village since 2004 and was recently named Interim
Executive Director. She can be reached at mprycer@dallasheritage
village.org.

Here are a few practical details about our
program that may be helpful to others.

S

tudents must be eleven to apply, and we accept no
more than fifteen each year. We don’t do any direct
recruitment or work with a particular school or district.
New teens typically come to us via word-of-mouth or
through a visit to the Village (hence, the importance of
a permanent presence for the Junior Historian program).
Our training camp is usually the first week after school
ends and covers the history of and within our buildings,
the tools of the historian’s trade, and general information
about working with visitors. We also always make sure to
give them some time in our collections warehouse.
During their first few months, pair them with either an
older Junior Historian or an adult. Our project teams meet
every four to six weeks, generally starting projects in January. Throughout the year, we also occasionally have general meetings to update them on museum activities. We
have some sort of an annual party and have even made
a few field trips. As director of education, I handled the
program in its entirety (with some help from our volunteer
coordinator). Now that I’m interim executive director, I’m
splitting these duties with our education assistant. The
program isn’t grant funded and has no special line in the
budget. It’s something that we do because we feel it’s
important to our mission.

H i s t o r y n e ws
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Defining generations: Where Millennials end
and Generation Z begins
Fact TankJanuary 17, 2019 Defining generations: Where Millennials end and Generation Z
begins

For decades, Pew Research Center has been committed to measuring public attitudes
on key issues and documenting differences in those attitudes across demographic
groups. One lens often employed by researchers at the Center to understand these
differences is that of generation.
Generations provide the opportunity to look at Americans both by their place in the
life cycle – whether a young adult, a middle-aged parent or a retiree – and by their
membership in a cohort of individuals who were born at a similar time.

Michael Dimock, president of Pew Research Center
As we’ve examined in past work, generational cohorts give researchers a tool to
analyze changes in views over time. They can provide a way to understand how
different formative experiences (such as world events and technological, economic
and social shifts) interact with the life-cycle and aging process to shape people’s
views of the world. While younger and older adults may differ in their views at a
given moment, generational cohorts allow researchers to examine how today’s older
adults felt about a given issue when they themselves were young, as well as to
describe how the trajectory of views might differ across generations.
Pew Research Center has been studying the Millennial generation for more than a
decade. But by 2018, it became clear to us that it was time to determine a cutoff point
between Millennials and the next generation. Turning 38 this year, the oldest
Millennials are well into adulthood, and they first entered adulthood before today’s
youngest adults were born.
In order to keep the Millennial generation analytically meaningful, and to begin
looking at what might be unique about the next cohort, Pew Research Center decided
a year ago to use 1996 as the last birth year for Millennials for our future work.
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Anyone born between 1981 and 1996 (ages 23 to 38 in 2019) is considered a
Millennial, and anyone born from 1997 onward is part of a new generation.

Since the oldest among
this rising generation are just turning 22 this year, and most are still in their teens or
younger, we hesitated at first to give them a name – Generation Z, the iGeneration
and Homelanders were some early candidates. (In our first in-depth look at this
generation, we used the term “post-Millennials” as a placeholder.) But over the past
year, Gen Z has taken hold in popular culture and journalism. Sources ranging from
Merriam-Webster and Oxford to the Urban Dictionary now include this name for the
generation that follows Millennials, and Google Trends data show that “Generation
Z” is far outpacing other names in people’s searches for information. While there is
no scientific process for deciding when a name has stuck, the momentum is clearly
behind Gen Z.
Generational cutoff points aren’t an exact science. They should be viewed primarily
as tools, allowing for the kinds of analyses detailed above. But their boundaries are
not arbitrary. Generations are often considered by their span, but again there is no
agreed upon formula for how long that span should be. At 16 years (1981 to 1996),
our working definition of Millennials is equivalent in age span to their preceding
generation, Generation X (born between 1965 and 1980). By this definition, both are
shorter than the span of the Baby Boomers (19 years) – the only generation officially
6/21/2019, 10:33 AM
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designated by the U.S. Census Bureau, based on the famous surge in post-WWII
births in 1946 and a significant decline in birthrates after 1964.
Unlike the Boomers, there are no comparably definitive thresholds by which later
generational boundaries are defined. But for analytical purposes, we believe 1996 is a
meaningful cutoff between Millennials and Gen Z for a number of reasons, including
key political, economic and social factors that define the Millennial generation’s
formative years.

Most Millennials were between the ages of 5 and 20 when the 9/11 terrorist attacks
shook the nation, and many were old enough to comprehend the historical
significance of that moment, while most members of Gen Z have little or no memory
of the event. Millennials also grew up in the shadow of the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, which sharpened broader views of the parties and contributed to the
intense political polarization that shapes the current political environment. And most
Millennials were between 12 and 27 during the 2008 election, where the force of the
youth vote became part of the political conversation and helped elect the first black
president. Added to that is the fact that Millennials are the most racially and
ethnically diverse adult generation in the nation’s history. Yet the next generation –
Generation Z – is even more diverse.
Beyond politics, most Millennials came of age and entered the workforce facing the
height of an economic recession. As is well documented, many of Millennials’ life
choices, future earnings and entrance to adulthood have been shaped by this
recession in a way that may not be the case for their younger counterparts. The longterm effects of this “slow start” for Millennials will be a factor in American society for
decades.
Technology, in particular the rapid evolution of how people communicate and
interact, is another generation-shaping consideration. Baby Boomers grew up as
television expanded dramatically, changing their lifestyles and connection to the
world in fundamental ways. Generation X grew up as the computer revolution was
taking hold, and Millennials came of age during the internet explosion.
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In this progression, what is unique for Generation Z is that all of the above have been
part of their lives from the start. The iPhone launched in 2007, when the oldest Gen
Zers were 10. By the time they were in their teens, the primary means by which
young Americans connected with the web was through mobile devices, WiFi and
high-bandwidth cellular service. Social media, constant connectivity and on-demand
entertainment and communication are innovations Millennials adapted to as they
came of age. For those born after 1996, these are largely assumed.
The implications of growing up in an “always on” technological environment are only
now coming into focus. Recent research has shown dramatic shifts in youth
behaviors, attitudes and lifestyles – both positive and concerning – for those who
came of age in this era. What we don’t know is whether these are lasting generational
imprints or characteristics of adolescence that will become more muted over the
course of their adulthood. Beginning to track this new generation over time will be of
significant importance.
Pew Research Center is not the first to draw an analytical line between Millennials
and the generation to follow them, and many have offered well-reasoned arguments
for drawing that line a few years earlier or later than where we have. Perhaps, as
more data are collected over the years, a clear, singular delineation will emerge. We
remain open to recalibrating if that occurs. But more than likely the historical,
technological, behavioral and attitudinal data will show more of a continuum across
generations than a threshold. As has been the case in the past, this means that the
differences within generations can be just as great as the differences across
generations, and the youngest and oldest within a commonly defined cohort may feel
more in common with bordering generations than the one to which they are
assigned. This is a reminder that generations themselves are inherently diverse and
complex groups, not simple caricatures.
In the near term, you will see a number of reports and analyses from the Center that
continue to build on our portfolio of generational research. Today, we issued a report
looking – for the first time – at how members of Generation Z view some of the key
social and political issues facing the nation today and how their views compare with
those of older generations. To be sure, the views of this generation are not fully
formed and could change considerably as they age and as national and global events
intervene. Even so, this early look provides some compelling clues about how Gen Z
will help shape the future political landscape.
In the coming weeks, we will be releasing demographic analyses that compare
Millennials to previous generations at the same stage in their life cycle to see if the
demographic, economic and household dynamics of Millennials continue to stand
apart from their predecessors. In addition, we will build on our research on teens’
technology use by exploring the daily lives, aspirations and pressures today’s 13- to
17-year-olds face as they navigate the teenage years.
Yet, we remain cautious about what can be projected onto a generation when they
remain so young. Donald Trump may be the first U.S. president most Gen Zers know
as they turn 18, and just as the contrast between George W. Bush and Barack Obama
shaped the political debate for Millennials, the current political environment may
have a similar effect on the attitudes and engagement of Gen Z, though how remains
a question. As important as today’s news may seem, it is more than likely that the
technologies, debates and events that will shape Generation Z are still yet to be
known.
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We look forward to spending the next few years studying this generation as it enters
adulthood. All the while, we’ll keep in mind that generations are a lens through which
to understand societal change, rather than a label with which to oversimplify
differences between groups.
Note: This is an update of a post that was originally published March 1, 2018, to
announce the Center’s adoption of 1996 as an endpoint to births in the Millennial
generation.
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